
From: Jeremy Phillips phillipsjeremy@neoshosd.org
Subject: Neosho Wrestling Update

Date: February 27, 2019 at 4:57 PM
To: undisclosed-recipients:;

Good evening, 

What a finish - The GLORY is all His!  

It was yet another amazing finish by this group of warriors.  Getting "BACK TO OUR ROOTS," was key for us getting back to the
TOP.  Giving credit to Him first and foremost we must then look at our blessings found with our JV team and assistant coaches this
year.  Both gave us the needed looks and proper preparations technically, mentally and physically to hunt down another special
finish.  

This one was special for many reasons but mainly due to the growth that was required by all of us to be in a position to compete at a
high level in the end.  Our adversities became our training partner and allowed us to be stronger in the end but that is only because
this group bought into the message I put in front of them about how they frame up their challenges and opportunities on a daily
basis.  "Rooted deep due to the storms (adversities), fearless to the winds (challenges)."  

The mental aspect of our preparations might have been our real edge this year.  We put more emphasis and focus daily on our
attitudes and efforts while we also adjusted our goals up to the end to be higher on the podium in several weight classes.  Because
of this I believe we were better prepared to battle through some injuries, overcame some tough calls, not focus on seeds or
rankings, but rather focused on the factors within our control.  

We were intentional and intense especially in our final training phase... Our warriors truly believed in the our training and literally
used our training to fight to the top.  I told them with seeds, ranks, draws, and predictions at districts/state there was nothing no one
could use to factor OUR FIGHT into their equations for the outcomes and results.  They believed this and made it evident they
understood you don't rise to the occasion but you fall back to your training.  We used our training as our advantage while keeping
FAITH as our foundation for the roller coaster of big wins and tough losses.  With a true faith we stayed true to what we do and
wrestled our match, our pace, and didn't deviate from our calculated, disciplined attack style of wrestling for another one!  

Thank you all for the support all season and in our special FINISH!  The crowd at state was especially nice to have behind us for the
three day war.  Hearing the N-E-O - S-H-O ring out and over the DOGS, DOGS, DOGS (Kearney) brought great PRIDE and
inspiration to all of us on the floor fighting kids and coaches!  Way to go NEOSHO!

2019 State Champions - 8 Championships in last decade.  12 years since our first team in our program
history brought hardware home from state and we've not slowed down since. I didn't realize it until this year and forced to reflect
back on this special tradition we have developed.  I just want to glance quickly, enjoy but then get my focus back out in front of us. 
Because it will be a few short weeks before our quest for the next begins.   
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GroWrestling - Feel The 2019 Missouri State Championships  
https://www.facebook.com/GroWrestling/videos/545138389327652/

Congratulations to our youth wrestlers that qualified for Regionals. We took 45 wrestlers to
Districts and 36 qualified. As a team, we are District 5 Champions!  
High School helping the youth prepare for Regionals this weekend.

Neosho Wrestling Dates to Remember:
2/19 – Gear check-in – ALL Gear past due.  Will have a charge on things not returned.
2/25 – Youth Clinic where we work with - youth/JH kids 5:15pm
4/2 – Freestyle starts with Kyle Hostetter 4:30-5:30 pm (Tu & Th)

4/7 – Neosho Wrestling Banquet 1 pm
4/8 – Out of season opportunities begin right after school in Mini Gym
4/10 - Jefferson City Trip - Recognition of our State Team

4/10 – Free Physicals for next season – this is mandatory 530 pm… get there at 5 pm so you can be
in and out.
6/? – Summer School S&C/Open Mats (more details to come)

6/23-26 – Team Camp at Mizzou (more details to come)

7/8-11 – Coach Phillips’ Camp (more details to come)
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2019-2020 "The Win Within"
“WE will get out of next season what we put into improving
(technically, physically, mentally) starting now and throughout our off
season/in season next year.” 
 
The question is what do you want?  What do you truly want?  Not what
you merely day dream or think about but what are you willing to
sacrifice to hunt down where you want to be? How much are you
willing to invest and how will you go about it?  Your attitude, efforts,
and actions will answer this question.  Without saying it you will show
me/us “our family” where you want to be.  Your commitment to keep
our team on top will speak volumes between now and next season and
ultimately dictate where we FINISH. N-E-O - S-H-O! 


